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Dear Volunteer, 

Thank you for volunteering! We appreciate your valuable time and welcome 
you to the SWMMBA Fort Custer Trail Crew.   

The goal is to have a crew of volunteers that cleans and performs basic 
trimming to the trails.  This will free up official trail days to focus on major 
activities that rebuild, repair, and improve the trails. 

Inside this introductory packet, you’ll find a description of your 
responsibilities, and other items that are relevant to working at FCRA.  

Please take the time to read through everything presented.  

Let us know if you have any questions about the contents of this packet, 
work requirements, safety, or anything else.  

Adopt-A-Trail Duties 

The volunteer’s focus is to perform general clean up, dead-fall removal, and 
vegetation trimming. As you may know, some of the sections at FCRA are 
denser than others. Depending on your assigned section, you may need to 
work a few hours per month or only once or twice during the heavy growing 
period. 

In addition, it is a good idea to review your section and pick up any debris 
after any major storms. 

The Adopt-A-Trail volunteers are not expected  to perform major trail 
repairs. However, minor maintenance of existing water bars, or filling in the 
occasional pot hole is acceptable.  Anything beyond this must be planned 
and approved by SWMMBA. 
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Clean up and Dead-fall Removal 

Pick up and dispose of any trash.  Remove twigs, branches, small tree 
limbs, especially after any strong wind or thunder storms.  

Any limb(s) that require more than a handsaw will be taken care of by a 
specified volunteer with chainsaw training.  No volunteer is to use a 
chainsaw unless prior approval by SWMMBA. 
 

Vegetation Trimming 

The trimming and cutting back of briars, hanging branches, prickers, and 
anything that grows into the path of the trail.  

Please note, SWMMBA desires to keep FCRA a reasonably tight singletrack 
trail system. When trimming, please only trim far enough back to clear the 
path and not to the point we eliminate the singletrack aspect of the trail.  
Focus on preventing new potential lines that could develop into short cuts or 
widen the existing trail corridor.     

When trimming any woody vegetation, cut far enough back to a larger limb, 
the main trunk or ground,  Never leave a sharp stick that could poke or 
impale a rider passing by or falling into the area.  
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Take Note: 
 

You must  call the park office prior to starting work to let them know when 
and what section you are working.  The FCRA DNR Ph. 269-731-4200. 
 

Use appropriate safety protection as needed for the activity your are 
performing, such as long pants, gloves, safety glasses and ear plugs. 
 

Never use a chainsaw.  Notify a Trail Coordinator of any large limbs or 
trees that will require clearing with a chainsaw. 
 

Bring water, a snack and your cell phone in case of an emergency.  
 

Use bug spray and make sure to check for ticks afterwards. 
 

Please be aware of your surroundings at all times and be courteous to all 
trail users. 
 

Never make modifications or changes to the trail other than as outlined in 
this packet. 
 

Do not use a motorized vehicle to access the trail. 
 
Never complain to or confront other volunteers due to a poorly maintained 
area.  Please contact a trail coordinator and they will address the situation. 
 
Please remember to log your hours at the chapter website link 
https://www.swmmba.com/?page_id=55 

Let a Trail Coordinator know if there are major trail issues that require 
attention or if there are any questions. 
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Contact Information 

In case of an emergency call 911 immediately.  

The FCRA DNR office monitors the Kalamazoo County central dispatch. 
However a second phone call should be made to the DNR office to let the 
park staff know what is going on.  

If an emergency does occur the DNR office and the emergency response 
team will need a detailed and accurate location (“I’m between markers 7 & 8 
on the Green Loop”) so they can reach you as fast as possible.  
 
Emergency, 911 
 
FCRA  DNR Office, 269-731-4200 
 
Brian Orwat, FCRA Trail Coordinator 269-532-0470  
Mike Needham, FCRA Trail Coordinator 269-501-3243 
Ken Sipe, FCRA Trail Coordinator & FCRA Adopt-a Trail Coordinator 
269-680-9160 
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